Using semantic constraints to help verify the completeness of a computer-based clinical guideline for childhood immunization.
The paper describes Commander, a prototype computer program designed to help verify the completeness of a computer-based clinical practice guideline built using if then rules. It also describes the application of Commander to a guideline for childhood immunization. Commander is designed to help identify incomplete rule sets, where there are clinically meaningful conditions to which the guideline does not respond. To allow this, the user defines semantic constraints, in the form of if-then statements, which indicate combinations of conditions which are not meaningful. In an iterative process, Commander takes the guideline rules, together with an increasingly refined set of constraints and helps focus in on any combinations of conditions to which the guideline does not respond. When applied to the clinical guideline for childhood immunization, Commander was able to dramatically reduce the number of potential combinations of conditions for consideration and also identified several areas of incompleteness in the rules.